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Abstract

The article deals with assembling and application of a complex sequential circuit VHDL (VHSIC (Very High-Speed Integrated Circuit) Hardware Description Language) model. The circuit model is a core of a cryptographic device for the signal encoding and decoding of discrete transmissions by TV-cable net. The cryptographic algorithm is changeable according to the user's wishes. The principles of creation and example implementations are presented in the article. The behavioural model is used to minimize mistakes in the ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits). The circuit implementation uses the FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Array) technology. The diagnostics of the circuit is based on remote testing by the IEEE Std 1149.1-1990. The VHDL model of diagnostic subsystem is created as an orthogonal model in relation to the cryptographic circuit VHDL model.
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1. Introduction

A sender wants to send a message to the user in such a way that an enemy with a wiretap on the channel will not be able to understand the message. The modern cryptosystems use error-correcting codes. The cryptography is typical very sensitive to noise. For this reason it is advisable to combine both the encryption and the error-correction codes. It is easier since encryption and decryption are usually quite demanding to apply data compression before encrypting. An error-correcting code [1] will be used as another application.

Before implementation, the modelling was used. The VHDL supports three distinct styles for the description of hardware architecture. The first and most general is the behavioural description in which the transformation is described in sequential programm statements that look like a high level computer programming language. The second is data-flow description style of description embodied in register transfer language. The last one is a structural description. The architecture is expressed as a hierarchical arrangement of interconnected components.

2. Secret Key Encryption

One possibility of encryption is to use a secret key, which is greater or equal to the length of encrypted message. If the key is a random word, the encrypting method is completely secure. The method of using a random key is generating a linear feedback shift register (LFSR) sequence.

The weak point of this method is that the enemy, once deciding that this encryption was applied, can break the code whenever he learns a source message of a small length together with its encryption. In this sense, LFSR sequencers are insecure, and an application of non-linear elements is advisable.

3. Non-linear Element

The non-linear element can be implemented by a simple hardware. For an optimal bit choice, a specific method has been recommended. The method makes use of an array representation of the R-function into a two dimensional fied, the coordinates of which are the values of pseudorandom words. The pseudorandom sequences at least look random to the eye, whereas the corresponding arrays have a conspicuous non-random feature, having a nearly identical morphology.

Using the pseudorandom function R is given by expression R = (Pm) XOR (Pn) where Pm and Pn are selected bits of the remainder of multipling. This non-linear operation gives non-linear function and the pseudorandom function R is able to reach good results if the numbers m and n cannot be divided by a common divisor. If this condition is not fulfilled or the numbers are less then number four, the pseudorandom array gets more periodical.
4. Programmable Element

Another disadvantage of the pseudorandom function generated according to function R is its short periodicity, which is apparent in the vicinity to zero values. For this reason the function has been generated out of three variables according to common sense.

Function \( R' = (P_n) \ XOR \ (P_s) \ XOR \ (P_p) \). These pseudorandom fields are "finely grained". For final implementation, the function \( R' = (P_n) \ XOR \ (P_s) \ XOR \ (P_p) \) has been chosen. It is carried out by the feedback when selecting, the function mode. The nonlinear element is given by the arithmetic multiplication of the both constant and variable data words. The variable data can be changed if necessary [2].

One realization of this element can be reached by the shift register equipped with more than only one feedback and by the nonlinear elementary operation [3]. This element is easily implemented by programmable logic devices. The circuit of encryptor and decryptor is implemented by the FPGA integrated circuit. This application is streamed to bi-directional transmissions in private cable nets.

5. Variety of Models

The results of the research can be divided into three areas. The first area is the source code of the sequential circuit which is programmable by the customer. A wide variety of changes of the basic algorithm of system is the crucial property of the main circuit cryptographic function.

The second area is the resulting code translatable into the lower level of behavioural VHDL model: the register-transfer language model. This model gives the simulation of the time response in a very good approximation. The time response is important for the high speed of transmission by the TV-cable in both the synchronous and asynchronous modes.

6. Behavioural Description

An interactive decoder circuitry for secret TV signal decoding is designed and implemented as an order for a private TV company. The decoder properties are specified to reach a minimum attendance during TV watching. The interventions are necessary required only for the rejection of a chosen TV program. The testing of both the analog and the digital signals is the typical diagnostic problem of mixed signal test techniques.

The input circuit of the TV-interactive decoder is implemented by a TV receiver, an analog signal detector and an analog-signal-to-binary-code converter. This converter output digital signal is synchronized by the phase lock. With respect to the multiplex of received signals the TV image digital signal must be very tightly synchronized. In consequence the circuit for the time watch interval provides the signalization about the beginning of the payed TV operation. The circuit must be locked in the payed position. It must be proof to re-choosing the payed channel in a short time interval.

![Figure 1: The non-linear secret-key generator](image)

![Figure 2: The block diagram of TV-interactive decoder](image)

The TV-interactive decoder is completed by the circuit of the back-transmission of the TV-viewer address.
to the programm-transmission station. The core of an identification circuit is a digital decoder and a time interval controller. The built-in diagnostic circuitry familiarly known as boundary-scan testing means is implemented by an integrated circuit packaged together with the above mentioned circuits. The test access port (TAP) is compatible with recommendations of IEEE Std 1149.1.

The initialization test is controlled by the RUN/BIST instruction. It reads some signature characteristics of fault-free run. The special boundary-scan testing may be done by specific input-test patterns. This is the way how to identify and prove the origin of the TV-interactive decoder circuit. This special remote testing is controlled by the instruction INTTEST. This control mode tests also the function of the transmitter of the TV-set.

The philosophy of TV-interactive decoder is based on the following: a television viewer pays for the watched program only. If he is watching more TV-channels, the decoding installation records the short intervals of the paid programs consequently. Complex coupling of the boundary-scan testing and the mixed signal testing makes easier the identification of the television viewer address by proposal 1149.4. The advantage is the protocol compatibility and the recommended measurement conditions of the both standards.

The article provides the view of the global technical schematics of a TV-interactive decoder. The stress is imposed on the compatibility between the standards 1149.1 and 1149.4.

7. The FPGA Implementation

The important result is defined by the used implementation technology. The C-MOS Anti-Fuse FPGA was used owing to the high reliability. Low power consumption and the resistance to power failures were the prior properties of the application. The advantage of the high-speed FPGA logic elements is very favourable in this application.

The experimental results are encouraging for the continuing application research. The last but not least result is the remote testing of the circuit. Thanks to Boundary-Scan Architecture according to IEEE Std 1149.1-1990, the diagnostic function is very effective and simple: both Test Data Input (TDI) and Test Data Output (TDO) are used in serial mode.

8. Listing "Pseudorandom Array"

program PseudoArray;
uses crt;
var x,y,a: integer;
b1,b2,b3: word;
9. The Behavioural Model of Main Part of LFSR

LIBRARY ieee;
USE ieee.std_logic_1164.all
ENTITY ifsr IS
PORT(parallel_in:IN std_logic_vector(0 TO 15);
serial_in:IN std_logic;
clk:IN std_logic;
xor_in:IN std_logic;
ufl_in:IN std_logic_vector(0 TO 15);
parallel_out,BUFFER std_logic_vector(0 TO 15);
ALIAS serial_out:std_logic IS parallel_out(0);
END ifsr;
ARCHITECTURE ifx OF ifsr IS
BEGIN
PROCESS (clk)
BEGIN
IF clk="1" AND clk'EVTENT AND
clk'LAST_VALUE="0"
THEN IF xor_in = "1"
THEN parallel_out(1,3,7) <= NOT parallel_in(0,2,6);
ELSE parallel_out(15) <= serial_in;
parallel_out(0 to 14) <= parallel_out(0 TO 15);
END IF;
END IF;
END PROCESS;
END ifx;
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